
SHOP PRICE  do not show to Customer
(Labor Only - - - Parts, Materials NOT Included)

SERVICE CHARGES 

hourly rate  
f

$    80.00 
Gun Shop profit margin = 15%

 Price to 
Customer 

 Cost of 
Gunsmith 

MINIMUM CHARGE PER GUN $     80.50  $     70.00 

Inspection & Cleaning (outside {inside partial disassembly} & lubrication) with report.
Consisting of completely stripping gun, cleaning all parts, checking for wear,
making suggestions to a customer of services needed to put in A-1 condition  $        115.00  $       100.00 
Estimate visual outside only inspection and cleaning barrow and bolt or

Estimates of firearm worth (AKA Appraisal note: gunsmith not a licensed appraiser in CA) * $          70.44 $         61.25 

Test firing at the range with Inspection & Cleaning Note: all cartridges supply by 
gunsmith and charger to owner of the firearm (by the box) plus cost of the range.  $        195.50  $       170.00 

SIGHT WORK (Mount Scope)

Bore Sighting Customer firearm * $          36.80 $         32.00 

Screw-on type W/Bore Sighting *  $          69.00  $         60.00 

Band type Hourly Rate ----------

Install Insert In Pistol Sight   * $          55.20 $         48.00 
. $          46.00 $         40.00 
Cut Dovetail In Barrel  $        101.20  $         88.00 
Sweat-on type  $          80.50  $         70.00 

Recoil Pad
INSTALL RECOIL PAD - Labor only 
Simple installation in butt on stock  (plate type) no other alteration made to stock  $          46.00  $     40.00 

Hydraulic butt plate-style (Gra-Coil or Counter Coil®) $        128.80 $    112.00 
Drill Stock & Install Recoil Reducer  $        101.20  $     88.00 

Re-finish wooden stock or Fill Sand and Touch-up finish details
Wood Finishing (Does not include any shaping) Filled, rubbed oil finish on average stock 
***Quote finish but on a complicated stock  $        276.00  $    240.00 
 Fill Sand and Touch-up finish details  filling in hole, scratches, marks, dents and 
gouges.  Then spot sanding, finishing, with oil or spay  $        207.00  $    180.00 

Touch-up Bluing or Re-blue barrel and receiver Quote on Stainless or AL.
Touch-up Bluing using cold bluing 
Handgun  $        142.60  $       124.00 
Rifle/shotgun  $        184.00  $       160.00 
Finish with all polishing with #240 or #400 grit polish
Handgun $        257.60 $       224.00 
Rifle/shotgun $        161.00 $       140.00 

Grip/Caps Glass-Bed Sling-swivels
Install Grip/Caps * $          46.00 $         40.00 
Install Sling Swivels - Std And Q/D *  $          57.04  $         49.60 
Glass Bedding Barrel & Action (Hunting Rifle only) $        161.00 $       140.00 

Asterisk (*) indicate below minimum charge applies see above
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